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Formulation of the problem. The European 
Union (EU) has always been and remains the largest 
trading partner of Russia, a major source of foreign 
direct investment and technology.

The economic cooperation between Russia and 
the EU have traditionally regarded by researchers 
at the macro level, while focusing on energy issues. 
The political component comes to the fore and is 
being touted as the dominant economic relations of 
the parties. Place and role of individual companies, 
their corporate interests and opportunities of inter-
action loss of sight.

However, the current political crisis near the 
Ukraine, which affected the relations between Rus-
sia and the EU fundamentally, makes it possible to 
observe the actual location of companies and their 
integration ties within the system of relations 
between Russia and the EU. During the most acute 
phase of the crisis is corporate heads and representa-
tives of business associations opposed the curtailing 
relations and attempts to mitigate the effects used 
political differences for economic cooperation [1].

Underestimating the role of specific companies 
and the business community at large in building a 
stable, predictable and mutually beneficial relations 
between Russia and the EU rotating lost benefits 
and opportunities for both parties, further escalat-
ing the political situation and the final loss of the 
structural foundations of the relationship.

Analysis of recent research and publications. 
A significant contribution to the study of the issues 
of interaction and corporate integration between 
Russian companies and the EU was carried out by 
such foreign scientists as Chaban N., Dickel R., 
Dreger С., Elgström O., Entin M., Fischer P., 
Ilyin E., Kalotay K., Kuznetsov A., Nevskaja A., 
Tretyakov P., Ulbricht D., Vinogradova E., West-
phal K. and others. Questions of the essence of the 
relationship between Russia and the EU and their 
impact on the Ukrainian economy have devoted a 
lot of domestic scientists to their work, in particu-
lar: Kornivs`ka V., Maksy`menko I., Shny`rkov O., 
Yaremenko V., Zadorozhnij O.

The aim of the article is to study the essence 
and peculiarities of interaction between Russian 
and EU companies in the present. Also, it is nec-
essary to determine the perspective directions for 
the further development of integration cooperation 
between Russia and the EU, taking into account the 
factors of external and internal influence, in order 
to clarify the content of the macroeconomic policy 
of Ukraine.

Presentation of the main material of the study. 
The existing preconditions could not lead to that 
economic cooperation between Russia and the EU 

has an important role for both parties. Statistic 
data testify to the considerable volume and steady 
growth of economic cooperation in the period prior 
to the political crisis in Russia and the EU. In par-
ticular, the EU is the largest trading partner of Rus-
sia. Its share in Russian exports almost throughout 
the pre-crisis decade exceeded 50%, while imports 
amounted to 40% and above (see. Table 1).

Almost all major countries-investors in the Rus-
sian economy are members of the EU. The top five 
largest investors in the amount of accumulated 
direct investment at the beginning of 2016 included: 
Cyprus (86.3 billion. Dollars. USA); Netherlands 
(32.4 billion. Dollars. USA); Germany (13.5 bn. Dol-
lars. USA); France (9.9 bn. Dollars. USA); Switzer-
land (8.6 bn. Dollars. USA). [2]

In analyzing the geography of investors in the 
Russian economy should be mindful of the role of 
Cyprus and the Netherlands both traditional trans-
shipment bases for investments in Russia as citizens 
of country (in this case the so-called “traveling in 
circles” investments) and for investors from third 
countries. As the largest “tax havens”, these coun-
tries (as well as Austria, Belgium and Luxembourg – 
to a lesser extent) accumulate substantial flows both 
incoming and outgoing investments in our country, 
being the main points of their destination.

On the beginning of 2016 the main recipient 
countries of direct Russian investments were as 
follows (the data on accumulated investments): 
Cyprus (104.5 billion US dollars); The Netherlands 
($ 57.5 billion); Austria ($ 21.1 billion); Switzer-
land ($ 16.5 billion), Germany ($ 10.9 billion) [2]

Experts also noted that over 40% of foreign 
assets 20 leading Russian non-financial transna-
tional corporations have on the EU [4]. The theo-
retical question about the interaction of corporate 
integration and “Integration from above” was a 
real reflection of the international crisis during in 
2014 around Ukraine. Formal integration processes 
before moving difficult, were virtually paralyzed. 
Experts characterize the relations between Russia 
and the EU, not even as a “limited partnership”, 
but as a “limited interaction” [5]. The current situ-
ation provides opportunities for empirical analysis 
of the influence of politically determined decisions 
on business interests and the course of corporate 
integration development in all its manifestations: 
export-import operations, mutual direct invest-
ments, strategic alliances, etc.

Practical examples of exacerbation of conflicts 
of business interests and political decisions of gov-
ernments took place earlier. The crisis of “Bronze 
Night” in 2007 in Estonia clearly illustrates this 
interconnection. The volume of business losses 
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from the situation has been estimated at 320 mil-
lion euros, without taking into account indirect 
losses and lost opportunities [6].

The situation with the introduction of sanctions 
in 2014 largely repeated the logic of these events. 
The crisis and the actual freeze of the dialogue 
between Russia and the EU, as well as the introduc-
tion of economic sanctions on both sides affected all 
types of corporate integration.

Russian companies that are not affected by sec-
toral sanctions continued to expand on European 
markets. Investment cooperation was also subjected 
to sanctions and this effect was not as straightfor-
ward as in trade. An example of a change in flows 
of mutual foreign direct investment between Russia 
and the EU allows you to record the correlation of 
the dynamics of political processes, changes in the 
general economic situation and business behavior in 
such a situation.

Some experts assume [7] that the effect of sanc-
tions will emerge on investment projects of Russian 
companies in the EU and will affect not only large 
corporations of raw material orientation with state 
participation, but also projects of predominantly 
small firms based on technological cooperation.

In general, are the following effects of the “war 
of sanctions” and the deterioration of relations 
between Russia and the EU, accompanied by a sharp 
deterioration in economic development, integration 
interaction for companies from Russia and the EU. 
It should be noted at the outset that some of them 
affected the integration of the parties' companies 
positively.

– As a result of the ban on the import of a number 
of names of products from the EU, some companies 
were forced to increase sharply localized or manu-
facture the goods in Russia. Thus, finnish “Valio” in 
late 2014 expanded the range of products produced 
in Russia (in particular, the company leased capac-
ity for oil production). Increased range of products 
made in Russia and the german “Ehrmann” [8].

– One of the effects of the crisis 2014-2015, 
including the recession in the Russian economy and 
the devaluation of the national currency, the emer-
gence of another component integration interaction 
of Russia and EU companies. This is the set up 
and growth of exports to other countries of prod-
ucts made on Russian exchanges. As an example 
the italian company “Candy”, supplying household 
appliances made in its factory in Kirov, in Europe, 
Japan, Australia and New Zealand. “BSH Hausger-
ate Gmb” (joint venture “Bosch” and “Siemens”), 
which still has exported its products to Russian 
enterprises in third countries, in 2015 increased 
almost twice this export [9].

– A special place among the consequences of 
“sanation wars” take joint projects and occasional 
examples of cooperation of Russian and European 
companies in other countries. In March 2015 the 
British “BP” and “LetterOne”, belonging to the 
Russians, signed an agreement on joint investment 
(12 billion dollars) In the development of gas fields 
in Egypt (in may structures M. Friedman decided 
to sell part of its share of the UK partner) [10]. 
In June 2014 “Lukoil” bought from the British 
“Bowleven Rees” 37% participation in the project 
on the development of oil offshore Cameroon [11].

– Another variant forms of cooperation change 
companies is the result of cooler relations political 
parties – the use by European companies of invest-
ment funds in other countries as areas for invest-
ment in the Russian economy. In particular, China 
plans to use the funds to invest about 15 billion. 
USD in Russian oil and gas projects (primarily 
“Yamal-LNG”) announced the french “Total” [12].

– Finally, an important and direct result of the 
sanctions and the deteriorating economic outlook for 
Russia was the intensification of corporate migra-
tion. This refers to physical removal and curtail-
ment of activity in Russia, and no ordinary remain 
office with the continued de facto as the functioning 
of the Russian TOK (TNK) (a striking example of 
this kind – “VimpelCom”, registered in Amsterdam).

Thus, in recent years its activities transferred 
to the EU by companies such as “GameInsight” 
(development and production of computer games) 
and “Toonbox” (animation studio). The first moved 
to Vilnius, the second – to Cyprus. Eastern Europe 
seemed more attractive place to do business in some 
international corporations that had previously office 
in Russia.

In November 2014 “Microsoft” announced the 
closure of operations in Russia and the transfer of 
office and part of workers to Prague. Among the 
examples return only “Gazprom” and “Gazprom-
neft”, which was transferred in 2014 and 2015 the 
trading its centers in St. Petersburg from London 
and Vienna, respectively. The reason was fear of 
freezing of accounts and seizure of proceeds.

The above data indicate the controversial impact 
of political events on corporate integration. If 
the general scope of interaction between business 
remained approximately the same as before – frozen 
or deferred was only a small part of projects that 
come under the direct sanction – that its structure 
and direction of change. Russian companies seek-
ing to transfer part of its assets (and sometimes the 
whole business) in the EU for the insurance during 
the crisis in the economy. Available data demon-
strate a closer relationship between government policy 

Table 1
The commodity turnover between Russia and the EU (bln. USD)

Year

Turnover Export Import

ЄÑ, bn. 
USD

Growth 
rates,%

The share of 
foreign trade 
in Russia,%

ЄÑ, bn. 
USD

Growth 
rates,%

Share in 
exports 

Russia, %

ЄÑ, bn. 
USD.

Growth 
rates, %

Share in 
import 

Russia, %

2011 394,0 28,3 47,9 266,5 26,0 51,6 127,5 33,5 41,7

2012 410,3 4,1 48,4 277,9 4,2 52,7 132,3 3,7 41,4

2013 417,7 1,9 49,0 283,4 2,1 53,5 134,2 1,3 41,7

2014 377,3 -9,7 48,2 258,8 -8,7 52,1 118,5 -11,7 41,4

2015 235,8 -37,6 44,8 165,6 -36 48,2 70,2 -40,1 38,4

2016 200,4 -15 42,8 130,5 -21,2 45,7 69,9 -0,5 38,5

Source: formed by the author for [3]
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decisions and behavior of economic actors than most 
experts thought before the crisis in the first months 
of development.

The presence of certain companies successful inte-
gration interaction of Russia and the EU, as well as 
the challenges facing the process, make urgent ques-
tion about the prospects and possible future direc-
tions of its development. The importance of that is 
cooperation with EU companies for many Russian 
companies and for the economy as a whole, making 
the task of finding new prospects of development of 
this process is extremely important [13].

The object of our SWOT-analysis supports the inte-
gration interaction of companies from Russia and the 
EU, an action companies of both parties at all levels of 
corporate integration to achieve synergies and use of 
their concerted efforts. The analysis allowed to iden-
tify a number of key characteristics inherent integra-
tion interaction of companies from Russia and the EU 
as well as external factors affecting it (see. Table 2).

The estimates allow identifying nodal factors 
and their combinations (see Table 3) to indicate the 
future prospects for corporate integration and the 
development of recommendations.

Line of corporate integration in the framework of 
bilateral relations between Russia and the EU is still 
only area of possible success because the strengths of 
integration interaction (in this context, in addition 
to lobbying business can add formed stable formats 
Cooperation largest businesses) are reduced to “no” 
by political tensions and sanctioning wars and nega-
tive situation in the Russian economy. Achieving 
a breakthrough possible in the event of significant 
changes in the political sphere and at the “formal” 
integration, coupled with the failure of a number of 
major players to resist political pressure power is 
the terminator integration “from below”.

On very likely or even inevitable to overcome this 
political “terminator” in the long run eloquent plans 
the companies stated in their development strate-
gies, missions and values. Thus, german “Siemens” 
finds global presence as the main priority (especially 
in regions with the highest economic growth), strives 
to effectively allocate resources. For 2020 the com-
pany plans to ensure that over 30% of the assets 
were located outside Germany. Similar objectives 
pursued by other major European concerns [14]. 

None of them points to the need to consider the 
political situation as a key value strategy.

Conclusions. Output of the features of eco-
nomic development and the sectoral structure of 
the economy of the EU and Russia, analyzed using 
basic theories of internationalization, give reason 
to believe that the convergence of their economies, 
the growth of interaction between businesses and 
interpenetration of markets – are the natural sce-
nario of relations between the parties. Between 
the early 2000s and up to the crisis over Ukraine 
in 2014 the political dialogue between Russia and 
the EU grew steadily, and the official goal – con-
vergence and integration of the economies in some 
areas – announced clearly.

The analysis of statistics and empirical data on 
transactions of companies from Russia and the EU 
showed that during a politically neutral environ-
ment in relations between Russia and the EU cor-
porations were the main subjects of the economic 
integration of the parties, despite the complexity of 
the political dialogue and virtually no improvements 
in terms of bilateral trade and investment, economic 
cooperation indicators grew.

External factors impose a serious impact on the 
intensity and format of interaction between compa-
nies. And if the asymmetry and imperfection dialogue 
between business and government in general, reduce 
the efficiency of the business structures of Russia 
and the EU on the territory of each other and become 
a factor that hinders corporate integration, the cri-
sis in the political relations of the parties leads to a 
change in the formats and direction of interaction.

There are three main effects of the “war of sanc-
tions” on corporate integration:

– Clotting most “loud” demonstration projects, 
primarily in the energy sector, or their significant 
reduction;

– Search for new formats of interaction 
(eg, localization of production instead of commer-
cial contracts for the supply of prohibited to import 
products, implementation of joint projects in third 
countries, investments in Russian projects through 
investment funds in third countries);

– The desire of a number of companies to leave 
the Russian jurisdiction activation processes of cor-
porate migration.

Table 3
SWOT analysis: integration interaction of Russian and EU companies. Continuation.

Perspective directions (possibilities + power) Directions of possible breakthrough (threats+ force)

Volumetric markets + work with lobbying business Economic sanctions + work with lobbying business

Areas requiring special attention (possibility + weaknesses) development limitation (threat + weaknesses)

Volumetric markets + inability to resist political pressure 
power

Economic sanctions + inability to resist political pressure 
power

Source: author formed

Table 2
SWOT analysis: integration interaction of Russian and EU companies

Strengths Weaknesses

– Strong communication and cooperation formats leading 
market players;
– Resistance phenomena relations of the parties;
– Work with business interests.

– The advantage of big players;
– Lack of awareness of management;
– Insufficient to resist political pressure power;
– Concentration of economic relations in limited regions;

Opportunities Threats

–  Geographical proximity;
–  Volume markets (including through efforts to create 
EAEC);
–  Industry complementarity.

– Imperfect institutions;
– Political tensions;
– Economic sanctions, trade wars;
– The negative outlook for the Russian economy.

Source: author formed
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Чåðí³âåöüêèé íàö³îíàëüíèé óí³âåðñèòåò ³ìåí³ Юð³ÿ Фåäüêîâè÷à

ÑÓЧÀÑÍ² ÐÅÀË²Ї ÂЗÀЄМÎÄ²Ї ÊÎМПÀÍ²Й ÐÎÑ²Ї ÒÀ ЄÑ

Ðезюме
У ñòàòò³ îбґðóíòîâàíî îб’єêòèâí³ òà ñóб’єêòèâí³ ï³äхîäè äî âèзíà÷åííÿ ïðèðîäè ³íòåãðàö³éíèх âзàєìî-
â³äíîñèí ì³æ êîìïàí³ÿìè Ðîñ³ї òà ЄС. Àâòîðàìè àêöåíòóєòüñÿ óâàãà íà ïðèðîäíèх åêîíîì³÷íèх ÿâèщàх 
ó ïîâåä³íö³ ñóб’єêò³â ãîñïîäàðюâàííÿ â óìîâàх ïîë³òè÷íîї íåâèзíà÷åíîñò³, ó òîìó ÷èñë³ ïîâ’ÿзàíîї ³з 
ñèòóàö³єю â Уêðàїí³. Пðîàíàë³зîâàíî фàêòîðè òà îö³íåíî ñòàí ³ ïåðñïåêòèâè êîðïîðàòèâíîї ³íòåãðàö³ї 
ì³æ Ðîñ³єю òà ЄС íà ñüîãîäí³шí³é ìîìåíò íà îñíîâ³ ïðîâåäåííÿ SWOT-àíàë³зó.
Êлючові слова: åêîíîì³÷íà âзàєìîä³ÿ, â³éíà ñàíêö³é, êîðïîðàòèâíà ³íòåãðàö³ÿ, б³зíåñ-ñï³âòîâàðèñòâî, 
ðèíêîâ³ бàð’єðè, òîðãîâåëüíå ïàðòíåðñòâî.
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ÑÎÂÐÅМÅÍÍЫÅ ÐÅÀËÈÈ ÂЗÀÈМÎÄÅЙÑÒÂÈЯ ÊÎМПÀÍÈЙ ÐÎÑÑÈÈ È ÅÑ

Ðезюме
Â ñòàòüå îбîñíîâàíы îбъåêòèâíыå è ñóбъåêòèâíыå ïîäхîäы ê îïðåäåëåíèю ïðèðîäы èíòåãðàöèîííых 
âзàèìîîòíîшåíèé ìåæäó êîìïàíèÿìè Ðîññèè è ÅС. Àâòîðàìè àêöåíòèðóåòñÿ âíèìàíèå íà åñòåñòâåííых 
эêîíîìè÷åñêèх ÿâëåíèÿх â ïîâåäåíèè ñóбъåêòîâ хîзÿéñòâîâàíèÿ â óñëîâèÿх ïîëèòè÷åñêîé íåîïðåäåëåí-
íîñòè, â òîì ÷èñëå ñâÿзàííîé ñ ñèòóàöèåé â Уêðàèíå. Пðîàíàëèзèðîâàíы фàêòîðы è îöåíåíî ñîñòîÿíèå 
è ïåðñïåêòèâы êîðïîðàòèâíîé èíòåãðàöèè ìåæäó Ðîññèåé è ÅС íà ñåãîäíÿшíèé ìîìåíò íà îñíîâå ïðî-
âåäåíèÿ SWOT-àíàëèзà.
Êлючевые слова: эêîíîìè÷åñêîå âзàèìîäåéñòâèå, âîéíà ñàíêöèé, êîðïîðàòèâíàÿ èíòåãðàöèÿ, бèзíåñ-
ñîîбщåñòâî, ðыíî÷íыå бàðüåðы, òîðãîâîå ïàðòíåðñòâî.


